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Abstract

This paper describes Holmes� a new sys�
tem for generating explanations for cyclic
events using temporal constraints� The
domain is electrical conduction in the
heart� with the temporal constraints com�
ing from the trace of an electrocardiogram
�ECG�� and an explanation being a ladder�
gram� a diagram of the paths of the beat
impulses through the heart which could
have produced that ECG� I have combined
a method for propagating temporal con�
straints with an object�oriented model of
heart conduction� and it has resulted in
a remarkably quick and e�cient search of
the vast space of possible explanations�
This type of system� which combines tem�
poral reasoning and abductive inference�
may well point the way to much fruitful
research in the future�

� Introduction

My original motivation for developing the Holmes
system was to build a program which could use ECG
information to automatically trace the paths of beats
through the heart� This is something which is cur�
rently done by hand when a doctor suspects heart
conduction problems� As I worked on the system� I
realized it was also an interesting and promising hy�
brid of temporal reasoning and abductive inference�
It is this aspect I concentrate on here�

Abduction� the inference of the best explanation
for the observed evidence� is a small but steadily
growing 	eld of AI research� A clear and thorough
discussion of it appears in John and Susan Joseph�
son
s recent book on abductive inference ��� in which
they describe past and current systems for doing au�
tomated abduction� All these systems must deal with
the problem of an enormous search space of explana�
tions which might account for a body of evidence�
Since there are far too many possible hypotheses to
look at them all� much e�ort has been expended on
ways of directing the search towards the hypotheses
most likely to produce the �best� explanations�

Josephson points out that a system can avoid these
problems of search complexity if it has enough of the
right kind of information and an e�ective strategy
for using it��� I believe that the temporal intervals
which represent the start� stop and duration times
of events in the Holmes system are an example of
this right kind of information� Almost all of the vast
search space of hypotheses are ruled out quickly by a
form of quantitative temporal constraint propagation�
based on Isaac Kohane
s Temporal Utility Package
�TUP���� a domain independent utility which makes
use of interval arithmetic to propagate quantitative
temporal constraints� TUP� in turn� is based upon
upon James F� Allen
s interval�based logic ���

In my domain� a hypothesis is a chronologically
ordered list of events� each of which may account for
one of the �bumps� on the ECG� For example� the
event of the left ventricle of the heart being activated
by an impulse from the adjacent left bundle branch
at time x could be used to explain an ECG spike �or
QRS wave� at time x� An explanation is a causal
network of events which can account for all the ECG
evidence� Each attempted explanation is generated
incrementally and in order� incorporating one event
at a time� beginning at the time of the 	rst piece of
evidence and ending with the last piece of evidence�
until an inconsistency is detected or an explanation
has been successfully completed� Any inconsistency
which arises is either because an event necessary to
the particular explanation being attempted is incon�
sistent with the evidence or with some event�s� previ�
ously incorporated into it� Because events are incor�
porated in chronological order� failure can only arise
from a con�ict with the evidence or previous events
already part of the explanation being formed� This
means that if an ordered hypothesis of events A� B�
C� D� E� F� � � � fails on the attempt to incorporate
D� then all hypotheses whose 	rst four events are A�
B� C� and D can be ruled out� In a search space
where each hypothesis consists of many events� a fail�
ure that occurs early in the hypothesis list allows a
shallow cuto� in the search tree� eliminating a signif�
icant number of hypotheses from consideration� One
is particularly likely to encounter this kind of e��
cient pruning in a cyclic domain where the pieces of
evidence are often repetitive� In such a domain� the



chances are high that any inconsistency which may
occur near the end of a list of hypothesized events�
is a repeat of the same inconsistency occuring much
earlier in the list� where the pruning is more drastic�

Thus� in the domain of heart conduction� it is pos�
sible to take full advantage of the cyclic temporal in�
formation available� propagate temporal constraints
to rule out almost all of the possible explanations
early� and consider only those remaining� This abil�
ity to generate all the explanations would be impor�
tant in any scenario where more evidence might be
gathered later which could rule out what was for�
merly rated the �best� explanation� It would also
be important to any system meant to discover new
explanations� not normally considered�

In the following sections� I discuss the domain of
heart conduction in more detail� give an overview of
its control with a brief example of how it uses tempo�
ral constraint propagation� and 	nally give my pre�
liminary statistics on search e�ciency from generat�
ing explanations for 	ve di�erent �normal� ECGs�

� The Heart Conduction Domain

The information on heart physiology and electrocar�
diography below comes primarily from three sources
��� �� �� The heart can by thought of as a 	st�sized
electric pump for moving blood through the body
�see Fig� �� � When all is going well� the sino�atrial
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Figure �� Diagram of the main parts of the heart

node �SA node� at the top generates a steady electri�
cal pulse which is conducted down through the other
parts of the heart� The SA node
s current 	rst ac�
tivates the upper chambers of the heart �the atria��
which contract and squeeze the blood into the lower
chambers �the left and right ventricles�� Very soon
after the SA node activates the atria� it activates the

atrioventricular node �AV node� and the �Bundle of
His�� and the current travels through them to the left
and right bundle branches� From the bundle branches
it travels into the ventricles and the septum between
them� normally activating them all simultaneously�
As the current travels through the ventricles� they
contract powerfully� forcing the blood just received
from the atria on out into the body�

When any part of the heart is activated� it begins
to depolarize� which has the e�ect of spreading the
current throughout� and soon to adjacent parts� Once
the process of depolarization is complete� the longer
process of repolarization begins� This can be thought
of as a recovery process� during which the heart part
cannot be activated by any impulse� Once the repo�
larization process is complete� the part is in its initial
resting state� ready to receive and carry an impulse
comes along� Each heart part can be thought of as a
little 	nite state machine �FSM�� and the whole heart
as a bunch of parallel� interacting FSMs�

In the Holmes heart model� an event is de	ned
to be the activation of one heart part� either by an
adjacent part� or occasionally� by itself� �It is possible
for any heart part to activate itself by producing its
own electrical impulse spontaneously� although nor�
mally this only happens in the SA node�� The repre�
sentation of an event in the model includes temporal
interval parameters for the start of its depolarization�
duration of depolarization� start of repolarization� du�
ration of repolarization� and start of its rest state�

The electrocardiogram �see Fig� �� is a trace of the
heart
s electrical activity as measured from di�erent
points on the surface of the body� It provides incom�
plete evidence of the impulse paths through the heart�
because some heart parts produce a current strong
enough to be measured from the outside� while oth�
ers do not� The atria depolarizing give rise to the
P wave� the ventricles depolarizing produce the QRS
complex� and the T wave is the result of the ventri�
cles repolarizing� All other events are invisible to the
ECG and must be inferred by Holmes�
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Figure �� Two heartbeats in a typical ECG

A hypothesis is a list of assumed events� each of
which could account for one bump on the ECG� In
Fig� �� for instance� each P wave could be due to the
atria being activated by the SA node� or the atria ac�
tivating themselves spontaneously� Each QRS could
be the left ventricle being activated by the left bun�



dle branch� the left ventricle being activated by the
septum� or the left ventricle activating itself sponta�
neously� So� even for a ��beat ECG� we would have
�� �� �� �� or �� ��event hypotheses�

In this domain� an explanation is a complete causal
network of events which could have resulted in the
ECG� Following is an example of a possible explana�
tion for a P wave� followed by a QRS complex� fol�
lowed by a T wave� The SA node generated a beat
which activated the atria and the AV node and Bun�
dle of His� Then the Bundle of His activated the left
and right bundle branches� and soon after� the left
bundle branch activated the left ventricle and septum�
while the right bundle branch activated the right ven�
tricle� Any explanatory network must be internally
consistent� and include all the assumed events of the
hypothesis� as well as all invisible events �within the
ECG
s time span� which either lead to or resulted
from the hypothesis events� All events in the expla�
nation must� of course� be consistent with the ECG
evidence�

� The Holmes System

��� Control

The Holmes system� shown in Fig� �� contains a
general model of the heart which is individualized
with information from the ECG� For example� normal
heart rates range anywhere from �� beats per minute
to ��� beats per minute� but if the ECG shows a
normal heart rate� in this case varying from� say� ��
to ��� the interval range for the heart rate param�
eter is restricted accordingly� As many parameters
as possible are tightened using the ECG information�
The hypothesis former� a set of rules for forming all
possible hypotheses from an ECG� swings into action
next� producing a very large number of hypothesis
lists which go into the search space� �In the case of
an apparently normal n�beat ECG� �n lists of length
�n are produced�� From this point on� all hypothe�
ses in the search space �which have not been pruned
away� are fed to the explanation� one at a time� until
the search space is exhausted�

The explanation developer attempts to form all
explanations possible for each hypothesis it receives�
�There can be several explanations for the same hy�
pothesis because the hypothesis is a list of only visible
events� and there can be a number of unique causal
networks of events which include the same set of visi�
ble events�� For each attempted explanation� the ex�
planation developer starts a chronologically ordered
list of events to be incorporated� which initially con�
tains only the events of the hypothesis� but is ex�
panded� with each event successfully incorporated� to
include all events which would result from it� Each
event incorporated must be consistent with the ECG
and with the events already incorporated in the ex�
planation� When it is added� any constraints it im�
poses are propagated back through the model� If fail�

ure occurs� the explanation is abandoned and its fail�
ure point noted� All successful explanations resulting
from the hypothesis are put into the pool of com�
pleted explanations� If all attempts to explain the
current hypothesis fail� the latest hypothesis event
responsible for failure is noted and sent on to the
search space pruner� which prunes the search space
accordingly�

��� Simpli�ed Example of Temporal
Constraint Propagation

Following is a simpli	ed example of constraint prop�
agation through a very small causal network of four
events � the activations of four adjacent heart parts�
say� A� B� C� and D� It is exactly this kind of thing
which happens� over and over� as Holmes tries to
develop an explanation� and each event being incor�
porated in the explanation is checked for internal con�
sistency with those already there�

Given�

�� The activations of heart parts A� B� and C do
not show up on the ECG� the activation of part
D does�

�� It has been inferred from the model and the as�
sumptions of the current hypothesis that the ac�
tivation of part A occurred some time between
� and �� msec� We represent this by the interval
��� ����

�� Part A is adjacent to part B�

�� It takes ���� ��� for a current to travel from A
to B�

�� Part B is adjacent to parts C and D �as well as
A��

�� It takes ��� ��� for a current to travel from B to
C�

�� It takes ���� ��� for a current to travel from B
to D�

So initially�

�� A is activated at ��� ����

�� B is activated at ���� ����

�� C is activated at ���� ����

�� D is activated at ���� ����

But then we see from the ECG that part D was
activated at �� �or ���� ��� in interval notation�� This
restricted start time for the activation of D constrains
the start of B� which in turn constrains the starts of A
and C� Using interval arithmetic ��� we end up with
the following constrained information�

�� A is activated at ��� ����

�� B is activated at ���� ����

�� C is activated at ���� ����

�� D is activated at ���� ����
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Figure �� Architecture of the Holmes System

� Results and Conclusions

At this point in time� the Holmes system is fully
operational for normal �i�e� healthy� ECGs� and I
have run it successfully on 	ve such ECGs so far� I
am now in the process of 	ne tuning the general heart
model to allow it to handle abnormal ECGs as well�
since one of my main motivations in developing this
system was to make a physicians
 tool for diagnosing
heart conduction problems�

I have gotten good results with the 	ve ECGs I
have tried� For each� Holmes has come up with the
simplest explanation �that of a normal sinus rhythm
with no aberrations�� For two of them� it has also
found some more � for ECG ��� three other expla�
nations� and for ECG ��� two others� While these al�
ternative explanations are much less likely� it is quite
interesting to be able to see what aberrant events
could could be occuring in a heart
s conduction sys�
tem� when a normal�looking ECG trace is being pro�
duced�

The e�ciency of performing a complete search is
very high� I measure e�ciency with the ratio of the
number of hypotheses which need to be examined in a
complete search to the search space size �about �n for
an n�beat ECG�� In my 	rst 	ve runs� the e�ciency
ratio is �� � ���� in the least e�cient search� and ��� �
���� in the most e�cient�

I think that these results are due� in large part�
to the pruning enabled by temporal constraint prop�
agation� and are further improved by the cyclic na�
ture of the domain� I hope they will encourage more
researchers to incorporate temporal information and
constraint propagation techniques into their models�
and to start work on some of the many unexplored

cyclic domains of medical and environmental science�
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